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Abstract
Surface-based models have been built to represent complex reservoir geome-
tries. This paper presents a workflow for building surface-based reservoir
models using NURBS curves, Coons patches and unstructured tetrahedral
volume meshes. Surfaces are created as Coons patches based on NURBS
curves. The surface mesh of the entire model is hybrid consisting of quadrilat-
erals and triangles. Geological regions are represented as volumes bounded by
surfaces. Unstructured tetrahedral meshes are built to adapt to the bounding
surfaces. Well configurations of location and geometry are particularly flexi-
ble, facilitated by mesh adaptation. All libraries for curve, surface and mesh
generation are open-source. They are free-of-charge for non-commercial uses.
The workflow provides a flexible alternative to commercial software packages
for building surface-based models and unstructured meshes. The workflow is
validated by simulating two-phase immiscible displacement and comparing
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to the analytical solution.1
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1. Introduction1
The conventional practice in hydrocarbon reservoir modelling is based on2
corner-point grids (CPG). As uncertainty is reduced in an oil or gas field3
with more exploration and production data becoming available, usually only4
a single detailed, history-matched, full-field, base-case model is maintained5
(Bentley, 2016). The model is then upscaled for simulation. The main disad-6
vantages of this practice include that it is difficult and very time-consuming7
to change the underlying geological concepts of a detailed model; hard to8
explore a range of reservoir prototypes; the geometry of the geological archi-9
tectures is grid dependent and CPG limit the geometric complexities that10
can be captured.11
Another approach is to build surface-based reservoir models (SBRM) such12
that the model can be grid-independent (Bentley and Ringrose, 2017). Sur-13
faces that separate the model into different volumes or regions are built in14
the reservoir prototyping phase (Cavero et al., 2016) and are enriched as15
new data become available. The idea of SBRM has been applied in software16
packages such as GSI3D, Move and Gocad.17
Volumes bounded by the surfaces need to be meshed for simulation. In18
general, there are two types of meshes which are structured (e.g. Cartesian,19
curvilinear or corner-point grids) and unstructured meshes (e.g. unstructured20
tetrahedral, polyhedral or hybrid meshes). Compared to structured grids, un-21
structured meshes offer a more flexible way to adapt to complex geometries22
automatically such that meshes conform to model architectures rather than23
model architectures conforming to meshes (Milliotte and Mattha¨i, 2014; Ku-24
mar et al., 2016). This explains the popularity of unstructured meshes in25
computer aided engineering (CAE) or design (CAD). There are a number26
1The contribution of Zhao Zhang is the development and implementation of the work-
flow and the writing of the paper. The contribution of Zhen Yin is help with the intro-
duction of the paper and analysis of how to build NURBS curves from seismic, outcrop
and sparse data. The contribution of Xia Yan is help with the design of test cases. All
authors have approved the paper and agree its submission.
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of commercial or free 3D unstructured mesh generators for CAE or CAD,27
including ANSYS Meshing, STAR-CCM+, GMSH, Gocad FEMC, Abaqus28
and Pointwise. A comparative study of workflows using some of these soft-29
ware packages for unstructured mesh generation with SBRM is reported in30
Zehner et al. (2015).31
Question is: can we build SBRM and unstructured meshes using freely32
available and open-source codes? The answer is yes. In this paper, we will33
present a workflow of constructing SBRM and unstructured meshes based34
on open-source codes and libraries. A model builder written in Matlab and35
a mesh generator written in C++ are developed to implement the workflow.36
All libraries are incorporated internally for efficiency and we only need files37
for exporting data from the model builder to the mesh generator.38
Non-uniform Rational Basis Spline (NURBS) is commonly used in the39
computer aided design community for describing curves and surfaces (Piegl40
and Tiller, 2012). It has also been applied to geological modelling (Zhong41
et al., 2006). Here we use NURBS for generating curves and bilinearly42
blended Coons patches (BBCP) for surfaces. The approach is termed NURBS-43
Curves-BBCP. A Coons patch is a type of manifold parametrization used in44
computer graphics (Farin and Hansford, 1999). We only need four curves45
to generate a BBCP. The functions for generating NURBS and BBCP are46
available in the open-source Matlab codes NURBS Toolbox.47
To make reservoir models reliable, reservoir geological structures inter-48
preted from 2D/3D seismic and outcrop observations can be used to guide49
the generation of curves and surfaces (Novakovic et al., 2002; Ruiu et al.,50
2016; Colombera et al., 2018). Besides, sparse data observations such as well51
data (e.g. horizon picks) can also be assimilated to the NURBS curves to52
further correct the reservoir models. Compared to NURBS surfaces Ruiu53
et al. (2016), the NURBS-Curves-BBCP approach requires less inputs (only54
curves) to generate 3D models. Another important advantage of the NURBS-55
Curves-BBCP approach is that it enables more flexible update of reservoir56
models when new structure patterns are discovered during the reservoir de-57
velopment. For example, it is found that 4D seismic monitoring acquired58
after the reservoir production can detect new reservoir structures which are59
initially not interpreted from the 3D seismic (Yin et al., 2015). It therefore60
requires the reservoir model structures to be updated. But the update of61
reservoir structural models can be complex and very time consuming if using62
the conventional CPG modelling. This problem is avoided in NURBS by63
simply updating the curves.64
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The connection between Coons patches and unstructured volume mesh65
generation is a surface mesh of the entire model. The surface mesh needs to66
adapt to all intersection curves between surfaces to be water-tight, which is67
a requirement for generating a volume mesh for simulation. However, there68
is no open-source codes for generating a 3D surface mesh on a given set of69
Coons patches.70
In the current study, a hybrid surface mesh is built for the entire model.71
Structured logically Cartesian grids are constructed on Coons patches. Inter-72
section curves on each vertical bounding surface are discretised into a Planar73
Straight Line Graph (PSLG) which is read into the open-source C library Tri-74
angle (Shewchuk, 1996, 2002) to generate adaptive triangular meshes . Then75
the meshes on Coons patches and vertical bounding surfaces are connected76
to form a surface mesh of the entire model.77
The open-source C++ library TetGen (Si, 2015) is employed for un-78
structured volume mesh generation. The hybrid surface mesh is stored as79
a Piecewise Linear Complex (PLC) which is the input format for TetGen.80
Tetrahedral meshes adapt to bounding surfaces in the sense that the surfaces81
can be represented as the connected facets of tetrahedral elements. Quality82
mesh generation according to constraints and local refinement are available83
in TetGen. An alternative for TetGen could be CGALmesh which is part84
of the CGAL library. However as reported in Si (2015), TetGen is more85
computationally efficient than CGALmesh. Both TetGen and CGALmesh86
allows compiling them as internal libraries. As CGALmesh is dependent on87
other libraries in CGAL, using CGALmesh requires incorporating all these88
libraries which is less convenient than using TetGen.89
Some other studies for unstructured mesh generation on 3D geological90
models can be found in literature. Wang et al. (2017) presented an ap-91
proach for generating Delaunay discretisation for 3D discrete fracture net-92
works where they generate Delaunay triangular meshes on surfaces and then93
use TetGen to create adaptive tetrahedral meshes. However, all surfaces in94
their study are flat while curved surfaces are considered in our study. Pellerin95
et al. (2017) developed a library for reading and writing surface and volume96
meshes in various formats to help researchers interact with different software97
packages of mesh generation, simulation and visualisation. The library can98
be used with our workflow to convert volume meshes generated by TetGen99
into formats compatible with different software packages.100
This paper is organised as follows. First, open-source codes NURBS101
Toolbox, Triangle and TetGen are reviewed. Second, the workflow of build-102
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ing SBRM, hybrid surface meshes and adaptive volume meshes is discussed.103
Third, mesh post-processing techniques are reviewed. Finally, test cases for104
our workflow are presented.105
2. Review of Open-Source Libraries106
2.1. NURBS Toolbox107
NURBS stands for Non-uniform Rational Basis Spline. It is the stan-108
dard for describing and modelling curves and surfaces in CAD and computer109
graphics. For an introduction to the mathematical theories of NURBS, please110
see Rogers (2000) and Piegl and Tiller (2012). A NURBS curve is described111
by a list of control points and a knot vector. A curve is represented as a112
series of polynomials defined by the control points. The knots determine the113
start and end locations of the polynomials. The number of control points114
should be at least equal to the order of the curve, while the length of the115
knot vector is the sum of the number of control points and the order of the116
curve. Knots are defined in the parametric space. In the current study, the117
open-source Matlab library NURBS Toolbox is employed (Spink, 2010) for118
both NURBS curves and Coons patches. For a curve, the range of the values119
of knots is [0, 1] in NURBS Toolbox. Here, we use quadratic curves.120
A Coons patch is a type of manifold parametrization (Farin and Hansford,121
1999). Given four boundary curves, a parametric surface can be generated122
as a bilinearly blended Coons patch that interpolates to the curves. The123
parametric definition of a surface is124
x = (x, y, z) = f(u, v) , (1)
where (x, y, z) is the location in 3D, u and v are the parametric coordinates125
and f is a mapping function. In NURBS Toolbox, the range of u and v is126
[0,1] which does not contain information of the aspect ratio (length of longest127
side over that of shortest side) of a 3D surface. Four boundary curves are128
f(0, v), f(1, v), f(u, 0), f(u, 1), (0 ≤ u ≤ 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1). (2)
The definition of a bilinearly blended Coons patch is (Farin and Hansford,129
1999)130
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f(u, v) = (1− u)f(0, v) + uf(1, v)
+(1− v)f(u, 0) + vf(u, 1)
−[1− u, u]
[
f(0, 0) f(0, 1)
f(1, 0) f(1, 1)
] [
1− v
v
]
, (3)
which is the sum of two linear interpolations minus a bilinear interpolation.131
2.2. Triangle132
The open-source C library Triangle (Shewchuk, 1996, 2002) is adopted for133
Delaunay triangulation in 2D. Triangle has been applied in various areas and134
has been cited several thousand times (De Berg et al., 2000; Tu et al., 2018;135
Welsh and Mainland, 2004). It can generate exact Delaunay triangulations136
(DT), constrained DT, conforming DT, Voronoi diagrams, high-quality tri-137
angular meshes and refine existing triangulations (Chew, 1993). Constraints138
on angles and areas of triangles can be implemented for high-quality mesh139
generation. Both incremental and divide-and-conquer algorithms for DT are140
available (Guibas and Stolfi, 1985). Besides, the maximum allowed number141
of Steiner points can be precisely controlled during triangulation.142
The input for Triangle is a Planar Straight Line Graph (PSLG) that143
is a collection of edges and associated vertices. The constraints for mesh144
generation on each surface are four boundary curves and internal intersection145
curves. The edges of a PSLG cannot be subdivided in a constrained DT, but146
may be subdivided in a conforming DT. In other words, Steiner points are147
allowed in a conforming DT but not a constrained DT. Yet, some triangles148
in a constrained DT might not be Delaunay.149
2.3. TetGen150
The open-source TetGen library in C++ (Si, 2015) is adopted for un-151
structured tetrahedral mesh generation. TetGen can be used as either a152
standalone program or a library component integrated in other software.153
It generates constrained Delaunay tetrahedralizations, boundary conforming154
Delaunay meshes and Voronoi partitions. Given a surface mesh, TetGen155
can tessellate the interior of the domain and preserve the boundary. Steiner156
points may be added on the boundary for mesh quality. However, a function157
in TetGen for enforcing that no Steiner points can be added is also available.158
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This is useful for joining two volume meshes sharing the same boundary sur-159
face. Various constraints and refinement options are provided in TetGen.160
Briefly, they include:161
1. Minimum dihedral angle and maximum radius-edge ratio for the quality162
of tetrahedral elements.163
2. Maximum volume and facet area for tetrahedral elements.164
3. User-defined isotropic mesh sizing functions specifying desired edge165
lengths at any nodal locations. Histograms of mesh quality can be166
printed.167
4. Adaptive remeshing with respect to newly added nodes. If no nodes are168
added, the mesh can be reconstructed for mesh refining or coarsening.169
The input boundary representation (B-Rep) for TetGen is a Piecewise Linear170
Complex (PLC) (Miller et al., 1996), which is a format of storing the surface171
mesh for the entire 3D model. A PLC does not have to be a manifold (Lee,172
2010), indicating that it can contain internal boundaries, which is needed173
for generating surface-based reservoir models. Each surface in a PLC is174
associated a unique marker, which can be passed to corresponding triangular175
facets in the volume mesh for assigning boundary conditions. Regions in a176
PLC are defined by the coordinates of a node in each region. Each region177
has a unique integer marker, which can be passed to corresponding elements178
in the volume mesh for assigning petrophysical properties.179
3. Adaptive Surface and Volume Mesh Generation180
The general workflow of building surface-based reservoir models with181
NURBS curves, Coons patches, adaptive unstructured surface and volume182
meshes is presented in Fig. 1. Given the open-source libraries, curves and sur-183
faces can be built using NURBS Toolbox, while tetrahedral volume meshes184
can be generated by TetGen. The link between 3D surfaces and volume mesh185
is a surface mesh of the entire model. For each Coons patch, a structured186
logically Cartesian grid is built. For the four vertical bounding surfaces, un-187
structured triangular meshes are generated to adapt to internal curves. Then188
a hybrid surface mesh of the entire model consisting of quadrilaterals and tri-189
angles as elements is obtained by connecting all structured and unstructured190
surface meshes.191
The workflow for building 3D models and mesh generation involves a192
model builder written in Matlab and a mesh generator in C++. The model193
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builder is based on NURBS Toolbox; the mesh generator is based on Triangle194
and TetGen. Structured grids and PLSGs are built in the model builder195
and exported to .txt files. The files are subsequently read into the mesh196
generator for unstructured surface and volume mesh generation. Triangle197
and TetGen are compiled as internal libraries. The inputs for both Triangle198
and TetGen are internal. Codes of the model builder and mesh generator199
can be downloaded from the linked Mendeley dataset. The detailed steps of200
the workflow are as follows.201
Figure 1: Workflow of building surface-based reservoir models with NURBS curves, Coons-
Patches, adaptive unstructured surface and volume meshes.
1. Design a surface-based reservoir model consisting of NURBS curves202
and four vertical bounding surfaces (see Section 5.1).203
2. Build NURBS curves and Coons patches using NURBS Toolbox. Two204
Coons patches are not allowed to intersect since it is computationally205
expensive to find the exact position of the intersection curve (Abdel-206
Malek and Yeh, 1996). Therefore, if two surfaces intersect, we define207
a new NURBS curve as the intersection curve, and then build Coons208
patches treating the intersection curve as one of the bounding curves.209
This is illustrated in Fig. 2.210
3. Build a structured logically Cartesian grid on each Coons patch. Ex-211
port all these structured surface grids from the model builder into a212
.txt file.213
4. Record NURBS curves on four vertical bounding surfaces. Each verti-214
cal surface has two NURBS curves as top and bottom bounding curves,215
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two vertical left and right bounding lines, and other NURBS curves as216
internal curves. Then for each vertical surface, discretize all curves into217
segments. The segment length should be consistent with the structured218
grid on Coons patches. A PSLG of a vertical surface is obtained by219
assembling all segments of NURBS curves and segments on the two ver-220
tical bounding lines. Export four PSLGs of the four vertical bounding221
surfaces from the model builder into a .txt file.222
5. Read structured surface grids and PSLGs from the .txt files into the223
mesh generator.224
6. Triangle is called by the mesh generator to build a 2D unstructured225
triangular mesh for each PSLG (the data structure triangulateio is226
used to pass the PSLG into Triangle. Detailed guidance on user con-227
trols about mesh quality can be found in Shewchuk (2005)). The 2D228
coordinates of a PSLG are obtained straightforwardly by ignoring the229
constant x or y coordinate since each PSLG is on a flat vertical surface230
(see Appendix A for unstructured mesh generation using Triangle on a231
3D curved surface). Then the constant coordinate is added accordingly232
after mesh generation to obtain a 3D surface mesh. If Steiner points are233
created on the boundary curves of one surface, they must be treated as234
additional constraints during mesh generation on neighbouring surfaces235
such that the discretisation of a curve stays the same on neighbouring236
surfaces. Therefore, Steiner points are prohibited in the current study237
to avoid extra computational complexity.238
7. Connect structured grids on Coons patches and unstructured meshes239
on vertical bounding surfaces to obtain a surface mesh in PLC format240
of the entire model. Then TetGen is called by the mesh generator to241
build a tetrahedral mesh based on the PLC (the data structure tetgenio242
is used to pass the PLC into TetGen. Detailed guidance on user con-243
trols about mesh quality can be found in Si (2013)). Repeating nodes244
on curves shared between neighbouring surfaces could be retained as245
TetGen would neglect them automatically. However, self-intersections246
(e.g. an endnode of an edge lies in the interior of a triangle) are not247
allowed and can be detected by TetGen.248
4. Mesh Post-Processing249
The basic data structures of an unstructured tetrahedral mesh include a250
list of nodes’ coordinates and a list of elements’ connectivity. The purpose251
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Figure 2: If two surfaces A and B intersect, a new red NURBS curve is defined. Then
both A and B are generated as two Coons patches each.
of mesh post-processing is to generate further information in preparation252
for flow computations. Node-centred finite or control volume methods are253
widely used for discretisation. An edge-based data structure can be employed254
to facilitate the implementation of control volume discretisation for partial255
differential equations (PDE) and reduce computational and storage costs256
(Lyra et al., 2004; Zhao and Zhang, 2000; Sun et al., 2010; Al Qubeissi,257
2013; Akkurt and Sahin, 2017). Mesh post-processing for the edge-based258
data structure has been implemented in Zhang (2015) and is reviewed here.259
The post-processing steps mainly include the construction of the following260
data structures in sequence (Lo¨hner, 2008):261
• Elements surrounding nodes: An element surrounds a node if the node262
is one of the four vertices of the element. The number of elements263
surrounding each node varies in an unstructured mesh.264
• Nodes surrounding nodes: this data structure is built based on ele-265
ments surrounding nodes. If node i is one of the vertices of elements266
surrounding node j, then the two nodes are neighbours. The number267
of nodes surrounding each node varies in an unstructured mesh.268
• Edges surrounding nodes: Edges are only built between neighbour-269
ing nodes. For each edge, the shared faces between the correspond-270
ing control volumes of the two endnodes are computed. The edges-271
surrounding-nodes structure can simplify the discretisation scheme for272
unstructured meshes and reduce computational cost.273
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(a) Control volume
construction in 2D
(b) Control volume
construction in 3D
(c) Edge-based data
structure
Figure 3: Solid nodes belong to the primary finite element mesh, small circles are centroids
of polygons, small squares are edge midpoints, and small triangles represent tetrahedron
centroids.
• Build edge-based data structure by grouping shared faces between two274
control volumes to facilitate discretisation. The implementation is non-275
trivial and details using pseudocodes can be found in Appendix B.276
Figs. 3a and 3b show the control volume construction in 2D and 3D,277
respectively. In 2D, a segment of the control volume boundary is built be-278
tween the centroid of a polygon and the midpoint of an edge. Each polygon279
surrounding node i contains two segments. The control volume of node i is280
built by connecting all these segments. In a 3D tetrahedral mesh, each tetra-281
hedron surrounding node i contributes six triangular bounding faces for the282
control volume. The figure shows one of the tetrahedrons. Each triangular283
bounding face is formed by connecting the centroid of the tetrahedron, a face284
centroid and an edge midpoint. The control volume of node i in 3D is built285
by connecting all these bounding faces. The shared faces of control volumes286
around nodes i and j are grouped to form a small umbrella shown in Fig.3c287
which is an edge-based data structure.288
5. Test Cases289
5.1. 3D Model and Volume Mesh Generation290
The conceptual geological model is bounded by Coons patches and the291
four vertical bounding surfaces. Fig. 4 shows the NURBS curves for building292
Coons patches. These curves represent the intersection between surfaces293
and cross-sections. Fig. 5 shows the Coons patches built from the curves,294
where colours correspond to heights (z-coordinates). The Coons patches295
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are represented as structured logically Cartesian grids. Fig. 6 shows the296
surface mesh of the entire model. The surface mesh is hybrid and consists of297
quadrilaterals and triangles as elements. Unstructured triangular meshes are298
built on the four vertical bounding surfaces to adapt to internal intersection299
curves.300
Figure 4: NURBS curves for a geological model. The curves represent the intersection
between surfaces and cross-sections.
TetGen allows remeshing with respect to newly added nodes. Therefore,301
we represent wells as discrete nodes with marks corresponding to wells. The302
marks are used to identify nodes at wells after remeshing. In addition, tri-303
angular facets on boundaries are identified by associated boundary marks.304
Fig. 7 shows an unstructured tetrahedral volume mesh built from the305
parametric surfaces in Fig. 5. It contains 12610 nodes and 70879 tetrahedral306
elements. All bounding surfaces and curves are precisely respected. Geo-307
logical regions bounded by surfaces are identified using TetGen by the coor-308
dinates of a node inside each region. Taking the four vertical surfaces into309
account, the 3D model consists of eleven surfaces bounding four regions. As a310
validation example of mesh generation, homogeneous properties are assigned311
to each region. The colours in Fig. 7 correspond to horizontal permeability312
values. It is usually more robust to generate low-quality volume mesh (e.g.313
without constraints on minimum dihedral angle or maximum edge-radius ra-314
tio) first, and then refine the mesh to increase quality and adapt to nodes at315
wells.316
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Figure 5: Bilinearly blended Coons patches built from NURBS curves. Colours correspond
to heights (z-coordinates). This shows the structured logically Cartesian grids on Coons
patches.
Figure 6: Unstructured hybrid surface mesh in PLC format. Structured grids are built on
Coons patches while unstructured grids are on vertical bounding surfaces.
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Figure 7: An unstructured tetrahedral volume mesh built from Coons patches. All bound-
ing surfaces and intersection curves are precisely respected. Colours correspond to hori-
zontal permeability values in regions or volumes bounded by surfaces. Steiner points are
added on the boundary by TetGen to improve mesh quality.
5.2. Two-Phase Flow Immiscible Displacement317
For validating the volume mesh, two-phase incompressible immiscible dis-318
placement is simulated. The governing equations are319
∂φSα
∂t
= −∇ · ~uα + qα , α = o, w (4)
~uα = −krα
µα
K(∇pα − ραg∇z) , α = o, w (5)
Sw + So = 1 , (6)
pc = po − pw (7)
where o and w denote oil and water which are the non-wetting and wet-320
ting phases, respectively. φ is porosity, g is gravitational acceleration, pc is321
capillary pressure and K is the absolute permeability tensor. For phase α,322
pα is pressure, ρα is density, Sα is saturation, ~uα is velocity, µα is dynamic323
viscosity, krα is relative permeability and qα is volumetric source term. Oil324
pressure po and water saturation Sw are primary variables. Brooks-Corey325
model (Brooks and Corey, 1964) is employed for computing relative perme-326
abilities. The residual oil saturation is set to be zero.327
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krw =
(
Sw − Siw
1− Siw
)4
, (8)
kro =
(
1− Sw
1− Siw
)2(
1−
(
Sw − Siw
1− Siw
)2)
, (9)
where Siw is the irreducible water saturation. The control volume finite ele-328
ment method (CVFEM) (Forsyth et al., 1990) is implemented. In CVFEM,329
pressure is defined on nodes and is piecewise linear in elements, while satura-330
tion is piecewise constant in control volumes. CVFEM benefits from both the331
accuracy of finite element method and the inherent mass conservation of fi-332
nite volume method. Here, we assemble fluxes between neighbouring control333
volumes and store them using an edge-based data structure (see Appendix334
B).335
The mesh and the horizontal permeability field are visualised in Fig. 7.336
The vertical/horizontal permeability ratio is 0.1. Homogeneous porosity is337
0.2. Fluid viscosity is 1 cP. Four injectors are placed on the corners that338
penetrate the entire formation. A curved producer is inside the model. In-339
jectors have Dirichlet condition of pressure equal to 100 bar. The producer340
has Dirichlet condition of pressure equal to 1 bar. All other boundaries have341
no-flow conditions.342
The histograms of aspect ratio and dihedral angle of all tetrahedrons are343
shown in Fig. 8. The aspect ratio of a tetrahedron is its longest edge length344
divided by its smallest side height (Si, 2013). It is reported that mesh quality345
mainly affects convergence rather than accuracy for the finite element method346
(Pointwise, 2012). Accuracy is mainly affected by the numerical scheme for347
simulation given a fixed mesh resolution (Knupp, 2007).348
First, we demonstrate CVFEM is convergent and stable on the mesh in349
Fig. 7. The steady-state pressure solution is shown in Fig. 9. The boundary350
between high and low permeability has a high gradient of pressure. A cross-351
section is presented in Fig. 10 to visualise the curved producer with pressure352
1 bar. It is obvious that the tetrahedral elements adapt to the nodes of the353
producer. The initial saturation of the model is at Siw = 0.2. Water is354
injected and oil is produced. The pressure field is kept constant during water355
flooding. Fig. 11 presents the water saturation field after 347 days. Both356
pressure and saturation solutions are physically meaningful indicating that357
the mesh quality is sufficient for stable pressure and saturation solutions in358
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: (a) Histogram of aspect ratio for the surface-based reservoir model. (b) His-
togram of dihedral angle of the same mesh.
this example.359
Figure 9: Steady-State pressure field for two-phase immiscible displacement in the surface-
based reservoir model. The permeability field is heterogeneous. The boundary between
high and low permeability has a high gradient of pressure.
Next, the Buckley-Leverett test case is simulated to validate the accuracy360
of CVFEM on tetrahedral meshes generated by TetGen against analytical361
solution. The model dimension is 100 m × 10 m × 1 m. The histograms of362
aspect ratio and dihedral angle of all tetrahedrons in the mesh are exported363
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Figure 10: A cross-section to visualise the curved producer with pressure 1 bar. Tetrahe-
dral elements adapt to the well-nodes of the producer.
Figure 11: Water saturation field after 347 days for the surface-based reservoir model.
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: (a) Histogram of aspect ratio for the Buckley-Leverett example. (b) Histogram
of dihedral angle of the same mesh.
from TetGen and shown in Fig. 12. The mesh quality of both examples is364
similar in that the maximum aspect ratio in both cases is below 6 and the365
maximum dihedral angle in both cases is below 80 degrees, indicating that366
there is no very bad elements (e.g. an element with > 50 aspect ratio).367
The model is fully saturated with oil initially and water is injected from368
the boundary at x = 0 with a constant velocity 9.87× 10−6 m/s to displace369
oil. The irreducible water saturation is zero. Homogeneous porosity is 0.2.370
Both oil and water viscosities are 1 cP. Gravity and capillary pressure are371
neglected. The 3D water saturation field at t = 5×105 s and the comparison372
with analytical result is presented in Fig. 13. The numerical diffusion is373
due to the single-point upstream weighting for water fractional flow which374
is first-order accurate. The contact front for the finer mesh is sharper as a375
consequence of less numerical diffusion.376
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(a) (b)
Figure 13: (a) Buckley-Leverett immiscible displacement on an unstructured tetrahedral
mesh. (b) Comparison of numerical and analytical saturation profiles. Blue crosses and
red circles are numerical results on course and fine grids, respectively. The green curve is
of analytical result.
6. Conclusions377
We have presented a workflow for building surface-based reservoir models378
using NURBS curves, Coons patches and unstructured tetrahedral meshes.379
NURBS curves are generated to represent the contacts between surfaces and380
cross-sections. Parametric surfaces are built based on the curves as Coons381
patches.382
Logically Cartesian structured grids are generated on Coons-patches while383
unstructured triangular meshes are built on vertical bounding surfaces to384
adapt to internal intersection curves. The hybrid surface mesh of the en-385
tire 3D model consisting of triangles and quadrilaterals is constructed by386
connecting all meshes on individual surfaces.387
The surface mesh is stored in PLC format and TetGen is called to build388
unstructured tetrahedral meshes. The surfaces bounding geological regions389
are accurately respected by tetrahedral elements. Further constraints can390
be applied for high-quality mesh generation. Well configurations in terms391
of location and geometry are particularly flexible, facilitated by local mesh392
adaptation.393
Control volumes are built based on tetrahedral elements to facilitate394
CVFEM discretisation. An edge-based data structure is used to store the395
vector area and flux between two neighbouring control volumes. The mesh396
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quality and the accuracy of applying CVFEM on unstructured meshes gen-397
erated by our workflow have been validated by comparing to the analytical398
solution of the Buckley-Leverett example.399
In our workflow, all libraries for curve, surface and mesh generation are400
open-source. The benefits are that first, they are free-of-charge for non-401
commercial uses; second, we have access to the source codes for deeper un-402
derstanding and better control while commercial software packages may not403
be fit-for-purpose; third, Triangle and TetGen can be compiled and linked in-404
ternally without input or output files such that the workflow becomes more405
efficient; finally, the libraries can be incorporated in software development406
under proper licenses.407
If the bottom-hole pressure (BHP) is of interest, a well model could be ap-408
plied to couple BHP and well-nodes’ pressure (Peaceman, 1978). Fractures409
will be considered in our future study. The embedded fracture modelling410
(EDFM) method (Moinfar et al., 2014) will be adopted to avoid the com-411
putational complexity involved in adapting the volume mesh to fractures of412
complex geometry.413
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Appendix A. Unstructured Triangular Mesh Generation on A Sin-553
gle 3D Curved Surface554
Since Triangle meshes 2D surfaces, we obtain the corresponding 2D co-555
ordinates of points on 3D surfaces, generate 2D meshes and then map them556
into 3D. This is regarded as an indirect approach for meshing 3D surfaces557
(Borouchaki et al., 2000; Schreiner et al., 2006). The (u, v) coordinates in558
the parametrisation of Coons patches in NURBS toolbox could be used as559
2D coordinates. However, the range of u and v is [0, 1] which does not con-560
tain information of the dimension nor aspect ratio (longest side divided by561
shortest side) of 3D surfaces. In consequence, a high-quality triangulation in562
2D might become skewed and low-quality after being mapped into 3D. To563
solve the problem, distance coordinates in 2D are defined. For a 3D Coons564
patch, a logically Cartesian M × N grid discretising the surface is built to565
facilitate the computation of distance coordinates. Let Pm,n be a node in the566
structured grid where m and n are along u and v directions, respectively.567
1 ≤ m ≤ M and 1 ≤ n ≤ N . The distance coordinates of Pm,n are defined568
and computed as569
dum,n =
m∑
i=2
|−−−−−−→Pi−1,nPi,n|, dvm,n =
n∑
j=2
|−−−−−−−→Pm,j−1Pm,j| , (A.1)
that can help preserve the dimension of 3D surfaces. For an arbitrary node570
with parametric coordinates (u, v) on a surface, its 3D coordinates can be571
obtained as f(u, v) in NURBS Toolbox using the nrbeval function. However,572
we cannot obtain directly parametric nor distance coordinates for an arbi-573
trary node with 3D coordinates; we cannot obtain directly 3D coordinates574
from distance coordinates. For this, a structured triangular connectivity is575
established by splitting each quadrilateral cell in the M ×N structured grid576
into two triangles for mapping between coordinate systems. Vertices of these577
triangles have known parametric, distance and 3D coordinates. Without loss578
of generality, mapping from distance to 3D coordinates is illustrated. Let Q579
be a node with distance coordinates (duQ, dvQ) and assume Q lies on a tri-580
angle with vertices i = 1, 2 and 3 in the structured grid, the 3D coordinates581
of Q are approximated by the vertices of the triangle as582
xQ =
3∑
i=1
xiφi, yQ =
3∑
i=1
yiφi, zQ =
3∑
i=1
ziφi (A.2)
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where φi denotes the linear shape function for vertex i. Coordinates of i is583
(xi, yi, zi). The values of φi are evaluated using distance coordinates of node584
Q and the three vertices of the triangle as (Lewis et al., 2004; Zienkiewicz585
et al., 2013)586
φ1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
duQ dvQ 1
du2 dv2 1
du3 dv3 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
du1 dv1 1
du2 dv2 1
du3 dv3 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
, φ2 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
du1 dv1 1
duQ dvQ 1
du3 dv3 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
du1 dv1 1
du2 dv2 1
du3 dv3 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
, φ3 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
du1 dv1 1
du2 dv2 1
duQ dvQ 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
du1 dv1 1
du2 dv2 1
du3 dv3 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (A.3)
Fig. A.14 shows a 3D surface generated as a bilinearly blended Coons587
patch from four bounding curves. The structured grid is 61× 21 for visuali-588
sation. Fig. A.15a shows constrained Delaunay mesh generation in the para-589
metric space. The triangulation mapped into 3D is shown in Fig. A.15b where590
triangles are stretched and of low-quality. Fig. A.16a shows constrained591
Delaunay mesh generation using distance coordinates instead. Fig. A.16b592
presents the corresponding mesh in 3D where it can be observed qualitatively593
that the quality of triangular elements are better than that in Fig. A.15b.594
To compare mesh quality quantitatively, the histograms of aspect ratio595
are presented in Fig. A.17. The aspect ratio of a triangle is defined to be its596
circumradius over twice its inradius. Assuming the edge lengths are a, b and597
c, the aspect ratio is equal to abc/8(s−a)(s−b)(s−c) where s = 0.5(a+b+c)598
(Farrashkhalvat and Miles, 2003). Fig. A.17 shows that the mesh quality in599
Fig. A.16b using distance coordinates is higher than that in Fig. A.15b using600
parametric coordinates.601
Appendix B. Building Edge-Based Data Structure602
A matrix edgev is defined to identify local ordering of points for elemental603
edges (Lo¨hner, 2008)604
edgev(1 : 6, 1 : 2) =

1 2
2 3
3 1
1 4
2 4
3 4
 (B.1)
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Figure A.14: A 3D surface generated as a bilinearly blended Coons patch from the four
bounding curves. Colours reflect heights (z-coordinates).
(a) (b)
Figure A.15: Constrained Delaunay triangular mesh generation in the parametric space
(a) and the corresponding surface mesh in 3D (b).
For a tetrahedral element, two triangular faces share an edge. The local605
ordering of faces of elemental edges are stored in edgef606
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(a) (b)
Figure A.16: Triangular mesh generation of the same quality as in Fig. A.15a using distance
coordinates in 2D (a) and the corresponding surface mesh in 3D (b). The quality of the
surface mesh in 3D is better than in Fig. A.15b
(a) (b)
Figure A.17: (a) Histogram of aspect ratio for 3D surface meshes in Fig. A.15b. Around
54% of triangles have aspect ratio less than 2. (b) Histogram of aspect ratio for that in
Fig. A.16b. Almost all triangles have aspect ratio less than 2.
edgef(1 : 6, 1 : 2) =

4 3
4 1
2 4
3 2
1 3
2 1
 (B.2)
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For node-centred finite volume method, vector areas of the shared faces607
between control volumes around the two endnodes of each edge are assem-608
bled and stored on the edge. For control volume finite element method,609
the fluxes through the shared faces are assembled and stored on the edge.610
The algorithm based on edges-from-points for computational efficiency. The611
pseudocodes are presented here.612
1. //loop over all elements613
2. FOR iele = 1 ∼ nelem614
3. //obtain the centroid of element iele615
4. POINT point2 = elelist(iele).center616
5. //loop over all local edges of element iele617
6. FOR i = 1 ∼ 6618
7. //obtain the IDs of two endpoints of a local edge619
8. n1 = elelist(iele).vertex(edgev(i, 1))620
9. n2 = elelist(iele).vertex(edgev(i, 2))621
10. i1 = min(n1, n2)622
11. i2 = max(n1, n2)623
12. //loop over all edges from the first endpoint624
13. FOR j = 1 ∼ pointlist(i1).edgeout.size625
14. //obtain the ID of an edge626
15. ied = pointlist(i1).edgeout(j)627
16. //match the second endpoint628
17. IF edgelist(ied).vertex(2) == i2629
18. //the ID of the local edge is found630
19. iedge = ied631
20. BREAK632
21. ENDIF633
22. ENDFOR634
23. //obtain the midpoint of edge iedge635
24. POINT point1 = edgelist(iedge).center636
25. //vector from the first to second endpoint637
26. Define vector ~a = pointlist(i1)→ pointlist(i2)638
27. //loop over elemental faces connected to the i’th local edge639
28. FOR j = 1 ∼ 2640
29. //obtain the centroid of a elemental face641
30
30. POINT point3 = elelist(iele).face(edgef(i, j)).center642
31. //vectors on a shared boundary face for control volumes643
32. Define vector ~b = point2→ point1644
33. Define vector ~c = point2→ point3645
34. //normal vector of a shared face646
35. Define vector ~n = ~b× ~c/|~b× ~c|647
36. sign = 1648
37. IF ~a · ~n < 0649
38. sign = −1650
39. ENDIF651
40. //area of shared face652
41. area = 0.5|~b× ~c|653
42. //vector area of the face654
43. ~S = ~n · sign · area655
44. //assemble vector areas for edge iedge656
45. edgelist(iedge).~S = edgelist(iedge).~S + ~S657
46. //flux through the face658
47. flux = elelist(iele).~u · ~n · sign · area659
48. //assemble fluxes for edge iedge660
49. edgelist(iedge).f lux = edgelist(iedge).f lux+ flux661
50. ENDFOR662
51. ENDFOR663
52. ENDFOR664
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